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Abstract: Since underwater imaging is affected by the complex water environment, it often leads to
severe distortion of the underwater image. To improve the quality of underwater images, underwater
image enhancement and restoration methods have been proposed. However, many underwater image
enhancement and restoration methods produce over-enhancement or under-enhancement, which
affects their application. To better design underwater image enhancement and restoration methods,
it is necessary to research the underwater image quality evaluation (UIQE) for underwater image
enhancement and restoration methods. Therefore, a subjective evaluation dataset for an underwater
image enhancement and restoration method is constructed, and on this basis, an objective quality
evaluation method of underwater images, based on the relative symmetry of underwater dark channel
prior (UDCP) and the underwater bright channel prior (UBCP) is proposed. Specifically, considering
underwater image enhancement in different scenarios, a UIQE dataset is constructed, which contains
405 underwater images, generated from 45 different underwater real images, using 9 representative
underwater image enhancement methods. Then, a subjective quality evaluation of the UIQE database
is studied. To quantitatively measure the quality of the enhanced and restored underwater images
with different characteristics, an objective UIQE index (UIQEI) is used, by extracting and fusing
four groups of features, including: (1) the joint statistics of normalized gradient magnitude (GM)
and Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) features, based on the underwater dark channel map; (2) the
joint statistics of normalized gradient magnitude (GM) and Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) features,
based on the underwater bright channel map; (3) the saturation and colorfulness features; (4) the
fog density feature; (5) the global contrast feature; these features capture key aspects of underwater
images. Finally, the experimental results are analyzed, qualitatively and quantitatively, to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed UIQEI method.

Keywords: underwater image; image quality assessment; underwater dark channel prior; underwater
bright channel prior

1. Introduction

Recently, as an essential carrier and expression form of underwater information, un-
derwater imaging has played a critical role in the development of research for the ocean,
such as the three-dimensional reconstruction of seabed scenes [1], marine ecological moni-
toring, autonomous underwater vehicle, and remote underwater vehicle navigation [2,3].
However, the complex underwater environment seriously affects the quality of underwater
images, such as low visibility, blur texture, color distortion, and noise. These problems
seriously affect the content interpretation of the image, and these images cannot meet the
requirements of relevant image processing.

To address this problem, some underwater image enhancement and restoration meth-
ods are proposed [4–18]. However, due to the complexity of the underwater environment,
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underwater image enhancement and restoration methods will have problems, such as over-
enhancement or under-enhancement. To better design underwater image enhancement and
restoration methods, it is necessary to evaluate their quality. When a method of enhancing
or restoring underwater images is proposed, it needs to be evaluated and compared with
the most advanced methods. In practical underwater applications, the quality evaluation
of underwater images after enhancement and restoration has major guiding significance
for subsequent research.

Generally, the traditional image quality evaluation methods include subjective and
objective quality evaluation. To better design the objective quality evaluation method, it
is necessary to build the corresponding evaluation database through subjective quality
evaluation. Recently, some underwater image quality evaluation databases have been
constructed. Wu et al. [19] proposed the underwater optical image quality (UOQ) database.
Ma et al. [20] proposed a large-scale database of underwater images, named NWPU
database. Yang et al. [21] proposed an underwater image quality assessment benchmark
database. However, there are few datasets about underwater image enhancement to
evaluate enhancement and restoration methods.

To better design underwater image enhancement and restoration methods, it is neces-
sary to study the objective quality evaluation method for underwater image enhancement
and restoration. Generally speaking, according to the amount of information the raw
image requires, the objective evaluation of image quality can be divided into three types:
full-reference, reduced-reference, and no-reference. There are no distortion-free underwater
images as a reference. Therefore, the objective quality evaluation of underwater images is a
kind of no-reference method.

Recently, some specially designed underwater image evaluation methods have been
proposed by the specific characteristics of underwater images, to better evaluate the under-
water image quality. Yang et al. [22] designed an underwater color image quality evaluation
(UCIQE) metric, generated by a linear combination of chroma, saturation, and contrast.
Panetta et al. [23], inspired by the human visual system, proposed a new no-reference
underwater image quality measurement (UIQM), including color, sharpness, and contrast.
Wang et al. [24], inspired by the underwater imaging model, proposed a multiple linear
regression combination of a color index, contrast index, and fog density index, dubbed the
CCF. However, there are few underwater image quality evaluation methods for underwa-
ter image enhancement and restoration. Additionally, the complex underwater imaging
environment causes severe underwater image distortion. The current underwater image
enhancement and restoration methods cannot completely solve the problem of underwa-
ter image quality, which means there is still a lot of space for underwater image quality
evaluation for underwater image enhancement and restoration.

In this paper, considering underwater image enhancement in different scenarios,
nine methods of underwater image enhancement and restoration were chosen, including
the image enhancement method, image restoration method, and depth learning method.
Firstly, these underwater enhancement methods are described and compared. Secondly,
the benchmark of underwater image enhancement is established through subjective quality
evaluation. In addition, we propose a new objective quality measurement method of the
enhanced and restored underwater images, based on the underwater dark channel prior
(UDCP) and the underwater bright channel prior (UBCP), which can effectively evaluate
the quality of the enhanced and restored underwater images. The contributions of this
paper are as follows:

1. The underwater image quality evaluation (UIQE) database: The paper creates a UIQE
database, which collects 45 real underwater images, enhanced by 9 enhancement
methods, and generates a total of 405 underwater images. Then, the UIQE database is
subjectively studied and an important discovery is obtained. Although the existing
enhancement methods perform well in enhancement, they are still difficult to main-
tain, regarding the balance in removing color and preserving details to obtain better
underwater images.
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2. An objective UIQE index (UIQEI) method: Based on the UDCP and BCP, an objective
method was proposed to accurately evaluate the quality of the enhanced and restora-
tion underwater images. The enhanced and restored underwater images usually show
different degrees of degradation in the different local regions, which brings great diffi-
culties to the overall quality recognition of enhanced and restored underwater images.
To solve this problem, an underwater dark channel map was used to illustrate the
information of darker areas. Then, an underwater bright channel map is developed
to show the region of brightness supersaturation. Further, the features extracted by
the joint statistics of normalized gradient magnitude (GM) and Laplacian of Gaussian
(LOG) are fused to capture the local differences. Finally, the features of color, fog
density, and global contrast are discussed.

The rest of the paper consists of the following: Briefly reviewing some related work in
Section 2. Section 3 describes the construction of an underwater database and the research
of subjective evaluation. In Section 4, we introduce the specific process of feature extraction
and predict the image quality. Section 5 verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Section 6 provides the conclusion.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly review the underwater imaging model and underwater
enhancement method.

2.1. Underwater Imaging Model

In the process of underwater imaging in the ocean, seawater is a complex mixture,
including water, suspended particles, plankton, and so on. The non-uniformity of seawater
affects the light wave by absorption and scattering when it propagates in water. Absorption
leads to energy loss when light passes through the medium, which depends on the refractive
index of the medium. Scattering results in an offset of the propagation path. In the complex
underwater environment, the attenuation of light is connected to the wavelength and color.
Because the wavelength of red light is the largest, the attenuation of red light is the fastest,
followed by yellow light and green light. Therefore, underwater images usually have
a blue-green hue. In the Jaffe-McGlamery model [25], the underwater optical imaging
process can be mathematically expressed as:

ET = Ed + Eb + E f (1)

where ET is the total irradiation energy entering the camera, Ed is the light directly reflected
by the object to the camera, Eb refers to the light that enters the camera when the light
shines on the impurities in the water, and Ef is the random deviation of light before entering
the camera lens.

Generally, the forward scattering can be ignored due to the close distance between the
underwater scene and the camera. Based on predecessors [26–28], only the direct trans-
mission component and background scattering component are considered. The simplified
underwater image forming model (IFM) can be modeled, and the underwater image Iλ(x)
is defined as follows:

Iλ(x) = Jλ(x)tλ(x) + Bλ(1− tλ(x)) (2)

where Jλ(x) is the restored underwater scene, the direct scattering component
Ed(x) = Jλ(x)tλ(x), and the underwater image tλ(x) is the transmission medium map,
the back scattering component Eb(x) = Bλ(x)(1− tλ(x)), λ represents the color channel,
λ ∈ {R, G, B}, and Bλ represents the background light, tλ(x) represents tλ(x) = e−ηd(x),
η represents the attenuation coefficient, and d(x) represents the depth map between the
camera and the scene, and x represents the pixel coordinates. Here, the accuracy of pa-
rameter estimation directly affects the quality of restoration. In addition, this model is a
simplified model, and the underwater environment is complex, resulting in a challenge for
underwater image restoration.
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2.2. Underwater Image Enhancement and Restoration

Recently, with the development of underwater image application, many methods for
underwater image enhancement and restoration have been proposed. The enhancement
method, restoration method, and deep learning method were used to improve the image
quality. The existing methods to improve underwater image quality can be summarized
into the following categories.

Based on the traditional image enhancement method, the image quality is improved
from subjective qualitative and visual direction by changing the pixel value of the image,
which does not involve the IFM model [4–8]. Fu et al. [4] proposed a Retinex-based (RB)
method to enhance the quality of the underwater image. The process mainly includes three
steps: an effective color correction strategy, a variational framework, and an alternating
direction optimization strategy. Ancuti et al. [5] proposed a multi-scale fusion strategy
for underwater image enhancement. Henke et al. [6] proposed a feature-based color
constancy hypothesis method to correct the color deviation of underwater images, by
analyzing the problems encountered in the application of the classical color constancy
method for underwater images. Ji et al. [7] introduced an image structure decomposition
for underwater image enhancement. Gao et al. [8] introduced an underwater image
enhancement method based on local contrast correction (LCC) and multi-scale fusion.
These methods improve the contrast and image quality of underwater scenarios to a certain
extent, but due to the complex underwater imaging environment, the raw image cannot
completely restore its details.

The image restoration method mainly constructs a reasonable mathematical model
and then restores the underwater image, according to the IFM model [9–12]. Based on
the physical model of the light propagation, Drew et al. [9] proposed the UDCP, which is
the underwater visual information source of blue and green channels. Galdran et al. [10]
proposed a Red channel (RED) restoration method, which restores the color related to short
wavelengths, based on the attenuation of underwater images, and restores the low contrast.
Peng et al. [11] proposed a method to estimate underwater background light, scene depth,
and transmission map, based on underwater image blurring and light absorption (UIBLA).
Zhao et al. [12] found that underwater image degradation is related to the optical properties
of water. The optical properties of underwater media are obtained through the background
color of the underwater image, and then the degradation process is inverted to restore a
clear underwater image. However, restoration methods require many physical parameters
and underwater optical properties, which makes these methods difficult to implement.

With the rise of deep learning in computer vision and image processing, there are some
deep learning methods based on a large number of training datasets to enhance underwater
image quality [13–18]. Zhu et al. [13] proposed a generative adversarial network, called
CycleGAN, which uses a set of aligned image pair training sets to learn the mapping
between an input image and output image, to realize the transformation of image style.
Fabbri et al. [14] proposed a method to improve the quality of underwater visual scenes by
using generative adversarial network (UGAN), which generates the paired images as the
training datasets for degradation processing, and then using the pix2pix model to improve
the underwater image quality. In UGAN, gradient penalty is more time-consuming than
spectrum normalization. Li et al. [15] proposed a weakly supervised color transfer (WSCT)
method to correct color distortion. WSCT is a multiterm loss function, including adversarial
loss, periodic consistency loss, and structural similarity index measure loss. Li et al. [16]
proposed a fusion generated adversarial network (FGAN) for enhancing underwater
images. Wu et al. [17] decomposed the original underwater image into high frequency and
low frequency, based on the underwater imaging model. Then, a two-stage underwater
enhancement network (UWCNN-SD) of preliminary enhancement network and refinement
network is proposed. However, the deep learning method needs to rely on rich training
data to improve the image quality in different underwater scenarios. Khaustov et al. [18]
proposed using a genetic algorithm and artificial neural network with back propagation
error to enhance underwater image quality.
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These enhancement methods improve the image quality of underwater scenes to a
certain extent, but in some scenes, the enhanced and restored underwater images will
be over-enhanced or under-enhanced. For some images, it is difficult to obtain relevant
parameter values, which means the enhanced and restored underwater images are quality
are unsatisfactory. Therefore, it is necessary to build a generally enhanced and restored un-
derwater image quality evaluation method, to compare the advantages and disadvantages
of these methods.

3. Construction of Subjective Evaluation Database
3.1. Underwater Image Enhancement Database (UIQE)

To analyze the image quality of the underwater image after the enhancement and
restoration method, a quality evaluation database for the underwater image enhancement
and restoration methods should be established. In the database, different underwater scenes
should be considered. Firstly, 240 real underwater images were collected from [5,10,14,16,29,30],
Imagenet [31], Sun [32], and the seabed near Zhangzi Island, in the Yellow Sea of China, to
form a U45 dataset. To include different underwater environments, 45 underwater images
were selected to construct the U45 dataset [16], which includes three classic underwater
images of the green, blue, and haze scene, and each scene consists of 15 raw underwater
images. The 45 underwater images selected include different scenes, such as reefs, fish,
corals and portraits. In addition, when selecting images, we also consider that the close
range is bright, the close range is dark, and the whole is bright. These images reflect the
influence of lighting and weather on the images. Figure 1 shows some images from the
U45 dataset.
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Figure 1. Real underwater images were collected in the UIQE database.

To improve the quality of underwater images, different image enhancement meth-
ods, restoration methods, and deep learning methods were used to enhance the original
underwater images, including RB [4], UDCP [9], UIBLA [11], RED [10], CycleGAN [13],
WSCT [15], UGAN [14], FGAN [16], UWCNN-SD [17]. Here, the author published all codes
of underwater image enhancement and restoration, and there is no additional debugging
for the code and default parameters. A total of 405 underwater images were generated,
which constitute the UIQE database for underwater image enhancement and restoration
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methods. In Figure 2, we intuitively compare the different methods of the underwater
images generated after enhancement. It can be found that different methods show different
appearances. In the following subsection, subjective experiments are set and implemented
to evaluate the images generated by these enhancement methods, quantitatively.
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3.2. Sets of Subjective Quality Evaluation

In this subsection, a subjective quality evaluation was conducted on the UIQE database.
Using the double stimulation strategy, the raw underwater image is displayed side by side with
the image enhanced by different methods. Subjects need to use a 5-level classification scale
to evaluate the quality of overall underwater image enhancement, as shown in Table 1. It is
suggested that the subjects score the overall quality of the image mainly from the following
aspects: color restoration, contrast enhancement, real texture, edge artifacts, and good visibility.
Each group of underwater images is displayed for 3 s, and the gray image of 1 s is displayed
in the middle. Further, 405 underwater images are evenly divided into three parts, according
to color. Each part has 135 images, and each part does not exceed 9 min. Each image was
scored by 25 subjects. The subjects sat in the laboratory environment, under normal indoor
lighting conditions, and the image was displayed on a 15-inch LCD screen with a resolution of
1920× 1080 pixels. The viewing distance is about 3-times the screen height. Each part of the test
image is randomly displayed on the LCD, which is calibrated according to the recommendations
given in ITU-R bt.500-13 [33]. Before the beginning of each experiment, subjects received written
instructions describing the experimental process, including the scoring scale and schedule. Ten
underwater images different from the database were used for training, to make the subjects
familiar with the process.

Table 1. Rating analysis of underwater image enhancement.

Range Describe

1 No color recovery, low contrast, texture distortion, edge artifacts, poor visibility.
2 Partial color restoration, improved contrast, texture distortion, edge artifacts, and poor visibility.
3 Color recovery, contrast enhancement, realistic texture, local edge artifacts, and acceptable visibility.
4 Color recovery, contrast enhancement, texture reality, better edge artifact recovery, and better visibility.
5 Color restoration, contrast enhancement, texture reality, edge artifacts, and good visibility of underwater images.
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3.3. Subjective Data Processing

Furthermore, the original rating data, according to [33–35], were processed. In the data
screening process, there are rejected subjects, and the rating of an image is considered; if the
average rating of the image exceeds 2 (if normal) or

√
20 (if abnormal) standard deviation,

it will be regarded as an outlier. Subjects with outlier evaluation of more than 5% will be
rejected. Five subjects were rejected during the experiment. After excluding them, we used
the remaining research data to form the mean opinion score (MOS) of each image. Let Sij be
the raw score assigned by subject i to the test image j, and Nj be the total number of scores
received by test image j, then MOS can be defined as follows:

MOSj =
1
Nj

∑
i

Sij (3)

To quantitatively compare different enhancement and restoration methods, the av-
erage and standard deviation of MOS values for each method are calculated, shown in
Figure 3. Each method is associated with MOS value, which is collected from the enhanced
underwater image. In underwater images, UGAN, FGAN, and UWCNN-SD have the
highest average scores, RED, UDCP, and UIBLA have lower average scores, and other
methods are between them.
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Figure 3. Comparison of mean and standard deviation of MOS values of different enhancement algorithms.

Due to the real perceived underwater image quality (i.e., MOS), it can be used to
evaluate the quality of different underwater image enhancement and restoration methods,
to make the image enhancement methods develop in the right direction. To better design
underwater image enhancement and restoration methods, to improve the quality of un-
derwater images, it is necessary to evaluate the enhanced underwater image. There are
a lack of objective underwater image quality evaluation methods for underwater image
enhancement and restoration methods.

4. Objective Model of UIQEI

To quantitatively evaluate the image quality and consider the characteristics of the
underwater imaging, a UIQEI, based on the UDCP and the UBCP, is proposed. The
flow chart of the proposed UIQEI is shown in Figure 4. The proposed UIQEI is mainly
constructed from five aspects: the joint statistics of normalized GM and LOG features
of the UDCP; the joint statistics of normalized GM and LOG features of the UBCP; the
colorfulness features; the fog density feature; the global contrast feature. Five sets of
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features are extracted to measure the image quality, and these features are fused into an
overall underwater image enhancement method quality evaluation. Local contrast features
can effectively convey the structural information of the image, in which GM and LOG
features can be designed to construct the basic elements of image semantic structure (i.e.,
local contrast), so they are closely related to the perceived quality of the natural image.
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Figure 4. The effects of 9 different methods on underwater image enhancement are shown.

4.1. Local Contrast
4.1.1. Underwater Dark Channel Prior Theory and Bright Channel Prior Theory

For underwater imaging, contrast reduction is usually caused by backscattering, low
contrast images are produced by uneven pixel distribution of the image, and the contrast
corresponds to visual acuity. Compared with the atmospheric imaging, the underwater
image will change with the depth of water in the acquisition process, and there will be
increasing dark scenes in the image. Therefore, the light–dark contrast of an underwater
image is not obvious. To improve the difference in the pixel values of the image, this paper
is based on the relevant features extracted from an underwater dark channel map. The
contrast of underwater images, based on the UDCP, can analyze the changes between
image enhancement more sensitively.

Considering the special conditions of underwater imaging, the R channel decays first
in light propagation, which makes the R channel close to zero in many cases. Therefore,
only G and B channels need to be considered to calculate the dark channel of the underwater
image. In the formal description of UDCP prior, the concept of dark channel is defined
as [12,36–38]:

JUdark(x, y) = min
x,y∈Ω(x,y)

( min
c∈{G,B}

(Jc(x, y)))→ 0 (4)

where Jc(x, y) represents the brightness values of channels G and B in a color image, and
Ω(x, y) represents a pixel window centered on pixel points (x, y). The formula still satisfies
the underwater dark channel prior and can reflect the total attenuation effect of blue-green
underwater imaging. According to the UDCP and Formula (1), approximately calculating
the minimum value of image brightness of each color channel of the image, that is, the
underwater dark channel value of the original image, and the underwater dark channel
map, is as follows:

IUdark(x, y) = min
x,y∈Ω(x,y)

( min
c∈{G,B}

(Ic(x, y))) (5)

where c ∈ {G, B} represents the G and B channel images, and min
c∈{G,B}

(Ic(x, y)) represents

the minimum brightness value of the G and B channel images. The underwater dark
channel map can reflect the details of the image and the enhancement effect of color
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and improve the visual effect of the image. The low intensity in the underwater dark
channel diagram is caused by the following three main features: (i) shadows, such as
the shadows of underwater fish, corals, people, and other objects; (ii) colored objects or
surfaces, such as blue or green scenes; (iii) dark objects or surfaces, such as dark fish and
stones. Therefore, for the method with a better enhancement effect, the pixel value of
the underwater dark channel map is low in (i) and (iii) features. In addition, the pixels
generated by the underwater dark channel of the enhanced underwater image have a value
higher than zero.

Similar to UDCP, this paper introduces the underwater bright channel prior (UBCP)
theory to describe the image quality more accurately [39]. The underwater dark channel
prior and the underwater bright channel prior are relatively symmetrical. One is to study
the pixel value of the underwater dark channels and the other is to study the pixel value of
the underwater bright channels. The maximum intensity of each image block with good
effect should be of great value, called the bright channel. The pixel value of the bright
channel of the distant scene in the image is low, especially when the image is composed
of pure water. We assume that the bright channel intensity of underwater images without
pure water and distant scenes is approximately 1. Then, the UBCP [39–41] can be defined
as follows:

JUbright(x, y) = max
x,y∈Ω(x,y)

( max
c∈{G,B}

(Jc(x, y)))→ 1 (6)

where Jc(x, y) represents the brightness values of channels G and B in a color image and
Ω(x, y) represents a pixel window centered on pixel points (x, y). For an enhanced and
restored underwater image I, the underwater bright channel map can be expressed as:

IUbright(x, y) = max
x,y∈Ω(x,y)

( max
c∈{G,B}

(Ic(x, y))) (7)

where Ic(x, y) represents the G and B color channels of an image I. By observing the
underwater bright channel maps in Figures 5c and 6c, it can be found that the bright
channel map of the underwater image with good enhancement effect always has high
intensity, while in the underwater image with poor enhancement effect, the bright channel
intensity of the close-up scene is high. In addition, the intensity of bright channels in distant
scenes is low.
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Figure 5. GM map of different enhancement methods. (a) the original image, (b) the GM map on the
original image, (c) the UDCP map, (d) the GM map on the UDCP map, (e) the UBCP map and (f) the
GM map on the UBCP map. The first line represents CycleGAN, the second line represents FGAN,
the third line represents RB, the fourth line represents RED, the fifth line represents UDCP, the sixth
line represents UGAN, the seventh line represents UIBLA, the eighth line represents UWCNN-SD,
and the ninth line represents WSCT.
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Figure 6. LOG map of different enhancement methods. (a) the original image, (b) the LOG map on the
original image, (c) the UDCP map, (d) the LOG map on the UDCP map, (e) the UBCP map and (f) the
LOG map on the UBCP map. The first line represents CycleGAN, the second line represents FGAN,
the third line represents RB, the fourth line represents RED, the fifth line represents UDCP, the sixth
line represents UGAN, the seventh line represents UIBLA, the eighth line represents UWCNN-SD,
and the ninth line represents WSCT.

4.1.2. Gradient Amplitude and Laplacian of Gaussian

The underwater dark channel map and the underwater bright channel map of the
underwater image can reflect the characteristics of color, brightness, and detail of the
enhanced and restored underwater images. The discontinuity of brightness conveys most
of the structural information of natural images, combined with the underwater dark channel
map and underwater bright channel map, and GM and log features are extracted in order
to effectively monitor relevant information. Among them, the GM feature measures the
intensity of local brightness change. Then GM can be calculated as follows [42]:

GI =
√
[I ⊗ hx]

2 + [I ⊗ hy]
2 (8)

where ⊗ represents the linear convolution operator; hx, hy represents the Gaussian partial
derivative filter, and it applied along the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes:

hd(x, y|δ ) = ∂

∂d
g(x, y|δ ) = − 1

2πσ2
d
δ2 exp(− x2 + y2

2δ2 ) (9)

where g(x, y|δ ) = − 1
2πσ2 exp(− x2+y2

2δ2 ) represents an isotropic Gaussian function with a
scale parameter of σ.

LOG response can be used to characterize various image semantic structures, such
as lines, edges, corners, and spots [43]. These structures are closely related to the human
subjective perception of image quality. The LOG can be expressed as:

LI = I ⊗ hLOG (10)

where hLOG(x, y|δ ) = ∂2

∂x2 g(x, y|δ ) + ∂2

∂y2 g(x, y|δ )− 1
2πσ2

x2+y2−2δ2

δ2 exp(− x2+y2

2δ2 ).
Here, LOG response is more sensitive to the structural information of the brightness

change on dark channel map and bright channel map.
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In this paper, GM and LOG, after joint normalization in [44], are used to keep the local
contrast of GM and LOG consistent in the whole image, to eliminate the uncertainty caused
by lighting changes, different sizes of edges, and other structures, namely:

GI = GI/(NI + ε) (11)

LI = LI/(NI + ε) (12)

where ε > 0 is a parameter to avoid having a denominator of zero. For the GM and LOG
map after joint normalization, it can be found in Figures 5 and 6 that both GM and LOG
features have more GM coefficients and strong LOG response, which means that GM and
LOG features can be applied to the quality evaluation process.

Because the interaction between GM and LOG will affect the local quality of the image,
the marginal distribution and independent distribution of GM and LOG response is used
to extract the features of the image. The specific distribution is as follows: quantizing
normalized GI(i, j) to layer M is {g1, g2, . . . , gM}, and quantizing LI(i, j) to layer L is
{l1, l2, . . . lN}. The empirical probability for G and L can be defined as:

Km,n = P(G = gm, L = ln), m = 1, . . . , M; n = 1, . . . , N. (13)

Extracting the quality prediction feature set from the Km,n, the marginal probability
function of GI(i, j) and LI(i, j) can be expressed by PG and PL:

PG(G = gm) =
N

∑
n=1

Km,n (14)

PL(L = lm) =
N

∑
n=1

Km,n (15)

As can be seen from Figure 7, the PG and PL histogram is different in different methods.
This shows that the features extracted from the marginal probability functions PG and PL
can clearly distinguish different information on the image.

Because the GM and LOG features of an image are independent, the marginal prob-
ability function cannot effectively reflect the correlation between GM and LOG. For the
correlation between GM and LOG, it is necessary to use the marginal probability function
PG as the weight to define the correlation of G = gm on L, as follows:

QG =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

P(G = gm|L = ln) (16)

Similarly, the correlation of L = ln on G is defined as follows:

QL =
1
M

M

∑
m=1

P(L = ln|G = gm) (17)

Here, we describe the statistical interaction between normalized GM and LOG features,
as described in Equations (16) and (17). Figure 8 draws the relevant histogram of QG and QL.
The histogram distribution is different under different enhancement methods.
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Figure 7. Marginal probabilities between normalized GM and LOG features for images of the UDCP
maps and the UBCP maps. (a) Histogram of PG on UBCP, (b) Histogram of PL on UBCP, (c) Histogram
of PG on UBCP, (d) Histogram of PL on UDCP. The abscissa indicates that the feature is divided into
10 dimensions, and the ordinate indicates the sum of marginal distribution. The first line represents
CycleGAN, the second line represents FGAN, the third line represents RB, the fourth line represents
RED, the fifth line represents UDCP, the sixth line represents UGAN, the seventh line represents
UIBLA, the eighth line represents UWCNN-SD, and the ninth line represents WSCT.
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Considering the characteristics of the underwater images, the dark and bright regions are
compared in images. Through the processing of the enhanced and restored underwater images,
UDCP and UBCP maps can be obtained, respectively. In Figures 5 and 6, it can be found that
dark channel and bright channel maps can explain the problem better than the raw image. Some
regions of the enhanced restored underwater images will be under-enhanced or over-enhanced,
that is, too dark or too bright. By observing Figures 5b and 6b, it can be found that these
problems cannot be highlighted if GM and LOG features are extracted from the original image.
In Figures 5d and 6d, the UDCP maps can explain the characteristics of underwater details,
distinguish the darker region in the image, and analyze that a part of the image is too dark for
feature extraction, which shows that the enhancement effect of the enhancement method on
this region is poor. In Figures 5f and 6f, the UBCP maps can represent the area of underwater
supersaturation, and feature extraction cannot be carried out in the area where the image is
over-enhanced. Therefore, this paper considers combining the features extracted from the UDCP
maps and UBCP maps to predict the image quality.

In this paper, the distribution function is divided into 10 dimensions. By observing
Figures 7 and 8, it can be found that they all obey the Weibull distribution. The histogram
graphics, corresponding to the nine image quality enhancement methods, are different.
Therefore, the histograms of the nine enhancement and restoration methods can reasonably
explain the different histograms of the corresponding methods. The difference between the
histograms shows that the extracted features are clearly distinguished.

4.2. Color Feature

Color, as an important image attribute, has been widely used in image processing. The
attenuation characteristics of light in water are different from that in air. Many underwater
images have serious color refraction problems. In the underwater environment, with the
increase in water depth, the color will be attenuated, in turn, according to the wavelength.
Among them, red light with a shorter wavelength has the worst penetration ability and
is also the first wavelength to disappear, so underwater images often show light green or
light blue scenes. In addition, underwater low-light conditions will also reduce the color
saturation of underwater images. Therefore, an underwater image and restoration method
can have good color reproduction.

In this paper, color saturation and chromaticity are used as the characteristics of the
underwater image. In colorimetry, chromaticity represents the degree of difference between
color and gray, and saturation is the color relative to brightness [45]. As mentioned earlier,
HSV color space can capture colors in the opposing color space. Therefore, two opponent
color components rg and yb, related to chromaticity, can be defined as follows:

rg = R− G (18)

yb =
1
2
(R + G)− B (19)

where R, G, and B represent red, green, and blue channels, respectively.
In an underwater scene, the propagation of light will affect the color change of the

underwater image, and the color saturation and chromaticity will change with the change
in underwater depth. Because saturation has a great impact on images with bright colors
and rich colors, it has little impact on dim colors or almost neutral colors. Color saturation
is calculated through the saturation space after converting the image to HSV color space.
As pointed out in [45], humans prefer slightly more colorful images, and the color richness
affects the judgment of perceived quality. The colorfulness (CF) is calculated according
to [46], as follows:

Isaturation(i, j) = IHSV(i, j, 2) (20)

CF =
√

δ2
rg + δ2

yb + 0.3
√

µ2
rg + µ2

yb (21)

where x = 1, 2,..., X.
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Figure 8. Independency distribution between normalized GM and LOG features for images of
UBCP. (a) Histogram of QG on UBCP, (b) Histogram of QL on UBCP, (c) Histogram of QG on UBCP,
(d) Histogram of QL on UDCP. The abscissa indicates that the feature is divided into 10 dimensions,
and the ordinate indicates the sum of conditional distribution. The first line represents CycleGAN,
the second line represents FGAN, the third line represents RB, the fourth line represents RED, the
fifth line represents UDCP, the sixth line represents UGAN, the seventh line represents UIBLA, the
eighth line represents UWCNN-SD, and the ninth line represents WSCT.
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4.3. Fog Density

In the process of underwater imaging, suspended particles and plankton in the water
will lead to certain atomization of the image and make the image unclear. Therefore, the
fog density of an image is taken as a one-dimensional feature to predict image quality.
According to the work of Lark Kwon Choi et al. [47], a fog density model for predicting
natural images in fog scenes is proposed. The model extracts 12 statistical features of fog
perception from the natural scene to predict the fog density of the image. It then fits all
statistical features extracted from the test image into the multivariate Gaussian (MVG)
model, and can be calculated as follows:

MVG( f ) =
1

(2π)d/2∣∣∑∣∣1/2
exp[−1

2
( f − v)t ∑−1

( f − v)] (22)

where f is a d-dimensional statistical feature that represents fog density, t represents
transposition, ν is the mean vector and Σ is the covariance matrix. Then, by measuring the
Mahalanobis distance between the MVG model of the test image and the MVG model of
500 natural fog-free images, the Df of fog level can be calculated. Similarly, the Mahalanobis
distance between the MVG model of 500 fog images and the MVG model of test images
needs to be measured, and the Dff of the fog-free level can be calculated. Then, Df can be
calculated as follows:

D f (v1, v2, ∑1, ∑2) =

√
(v1 − v2)

t(
∑1 +∑2

2
)
−1

(v1 − v2) (23)

Finally, the fog density D of an image can be expressed as:

D =
D f

D f f + 1
(24)

4.4. Global Contrast

Due to the scattering of the water medium, especially the influence of forward scat-
tering, the underwater color image is seriously deteriorated and blurred. Therefore, the
evaluation of global contrast is important for underwater color image quality evaluation.
In this paper, the global contrast index is used to represent the blur of underwater color
images.

The global contrast feature can highlight the large-scale objects in the image and avoid
generating high significant values, only at the object contour. Therefore, the global contrast
may affect the quality of the image as a feature to predict the image quality. The global
contrast coefficient (GCF) is calculated as follows [48]:

GCF =
9

∑
i=1

ωiCi (25)

where ωi =
(
−0.406385 · i

9 + 0.334573
)

i
9 + 0.0877526, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 9}

Moreover, Ci can be defined as follows:

Ci =
1

ω · h
ω·h
∑
i=1

lCi (26)

lCi =
|Si − Si−1|+ |Si − Si+1|+ |Si − Si−ω |+ |Si + Si+ω |

4
(27)

where S is the intensity pixel value of the gamma-corrected image. Assuming that the
width and height of the image are ω, the image is reshaped into a one-dimensional array,
arranged in the row direction.
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4.5. Regression

The objective image quality evaluation method mainly consists of two parts: the above
feature extraction and the feature regression, described in this section. The extracted five
groups of features represent all aspects of the enhanced and restored underwater images,
including GM and LOG of the dark channel map, GM and LOG of the bright channel map,
color, fog density, and global contrast. A total of 84 dimensional features are extracted.
These features include single features and multi-dimensional features. To predict the
quality score of a single image from the extracted features, these features are summarized
in Table 2 for better understanding. For each symbol, the corresponding definition can be
found in the paper. As a traditional learning-based method, the next stage of this method
is the construction of a prediction model. Generally, the quality prediction model can be
constructed by integrating all features and regression modules, based on machine learning.
Here, the Support Vector Regression (SVR) is used and defined as follows:

min
w,b,τ,τ̂

1
2‖w‖

2
2 + C

r
∑

i=1
(τi + min

w,b,τ,τ̂
1
2‖w‖

2
2 + C

r
∑

i=1
(τi + τ̂i))

wTφ(xi) + b−MOSi ≤ ε + τi
MOSi − wTφ(xi)− b ≤ τ̂i

τi, τ̂i ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , n

(28)

where C is a deviation parameter and is a relaxation variable. xi represents the fea-
ture vector of the i-th image and MOSi represents the quality score of the i-th image.
K(xi, xj) = φ(xi)

Tφ(xj) function for performing the nonlinear transformation. In this
paper, we use the radial basis function kernel, which is the same as the previous work,
that is: K(xi, xj) = exp(−ς‖xi − xj‖2), where ς is the kernel parameter. Based on the
training samples D = {(x1, MOS1), (x2, MOS2), · · · , (xn, MOSn)}. By inputting the ex-
tracted 84 dimensional features into the regression model, the quality of the test image can
be estimated.

Table 2. Summary of 84 extracted features.

Index Feature Type Symbol Feature Description Feature ID

1 GM and LOG of the underwater dark
channel map PG, PL, QG, QL Measure the local contrast of the image f1– f40

2 GM and LOG of the underwater bright
channel map PG, PL, QG, QL Measure the local contrast of the image f41– f80

3 Color Isaturation(i, j), CF Measure the color of the image f81– f82
4 Fog density D Measure the fog density of the image f83
5 Global contrast GCF Measure the global contrast of the image f84

5. Experimental Comparison
5.1. Experimental Details

When calculating the joint probability Km,n, the number of extracted dimensions needs
to be set. Generally speaking, using more dimensions can make the calculation of statistics
more accurate, but it requires more samples to make the output results more accurate.
However, in image quality prediction, it is necessary to use as few features as possible to
achieve as high a prediction accuracy as possible. If there are many feature dimensions,
the results may become unstable during regression model learning. To study the influence
of the number of dimensions on the prediction performance of image quality, we make
M = N = {5, 10, 15, 20}, and calculate the SROCC values of different dimensions in the
database. The results are shown in Figure 9. M = N = 10 will lead to higher and more
stable results.
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5.2. Evaluation Criteria

According to the regulations of the video quality expert group (VQEG) [49], the per-
formance of objective image quality index is evaluated by quantifying the ability of an
objective image quality index to predict subjective score (i.e., MOS), and three evaluation
criteria are selected to quantify the performance of the objective image quality evalua-
tion (IQA) method, including root mean square error (RMSE), Pearson linear correlation
coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC).

Before calculating PLCC and RMSE, to explain any nonlinearity generated by the
subjective scoring process and facilitate the comparison of measures in a common analysis
space, a five-parameter logistic regression function is used to make a nonlinear mapping
between the prediction score and the subjective quality score:

f (xc) = β1

{
1
2
− 1

1 + exp[β2(xc − β3)]

}
+ β4xc + β5 (29)

where xc and f (xc) are the original image quality score and mapping quality score, re-
spectively, {βi|i = 1, 2, · · · , 5} are five parameters determined by nonlinear least-squares
optimization, with MATLAB, using f (xc) and subjective quality score. RMSE is used to
quantify the prediction error and PLCC is used to evaluate the prediction accuracy, while
the SROCC measurement method is used to predict the monotonicity. If there is a better
IQA method, the smaller the value of RMSE, the better (the minimum value is 0), and the
higher the values of SROCC and PLCC, the better (the maximum value is 1).

The results are shown in Table 3. It can be found that the proposed UIEQI is superior to
other measurement methods in predicting the underwater image quality after enhancement.
The UIEQI has the largest total correlation coefficient in the database, SROCC and PLCC
are 0.8568 and 0.8705, respectively, with the minimum error of 0.3600. Therefore, the
measurement index we proposed can effectively consider the importance of the specific
characteristics of the underwater environment. In Figure 9, we can see that our indicators
are better than other methods in different scenarios. In the green and blues scenes, we can
find that the correlation coefficient between UIQM and our proposed method is large and
the error is small, indicating that the evaluation effect of UIQM and our method is better
for the images in the underwater green and blue scenes. In the fog scene, we can find that
the correlation coefficients of BRISQUE, ILNIQE, CCF, and our proposed method are large
and the error is small, and the correlation coefficient in the BRISQUE method is the largest,
which shows that, the smaller the illumination depth is, the better the evaluation method
in the atmosphere.
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Table 3. Performance comparison of BRSIQUE, NIQE, UCIQE, UIQM, CCF, ILNIQE and UIQEI
methods.

SROCC PLCC RMSE

BRSIQUE [50] 0.5495 0.5446 0.6188
NIQE [51] 0.3850 0.4079 0.6736

UCIQE [22] 0.2680 0.3666 0.6864
UIQM [23] 0.5755 0.5898 0.5958
CCF [24] 0.2680 0.3666 0.6864

ILNIQE [52] 0.1591 0.1749 0.7264
UIQEI 0.8568 0.8705 0.3600

5.3. Feature Analysis

Feature analysis to more intuitively understand the relationship between UIEQI fea-
tures and the subjective evaluation of the enhanced and restored underwater images are
shown in Table 2. The relationship between each type of feature and mos is described.
It should be noted that we did not use training in the analysis process. The SORCC and
PLCC performance of each function are directly tested on the UIEQ database. Observing
Figure 10, it can be found that some features show quite competitive performance, which
can be comparable to the current best methods, even if they are trained on this database. In
Figure 11, the relationship between a class feature and MOS is illustrated to more intuitively
understand the relationship between UIEQI features and subjective quality evaluation. In
the ablation experiment, we will give more detailed verification.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the performance of BRSIQUE, NIQE, UCIQE, UIQM, CCF, ILNIQE and
UIQEI in three scenes. (a) in blue scene, (b) in green scene, (c) in haze scene.

5.4. Ablation Experiment

The contribution of different characteristics is illustrated by some ablation experiments
(refer to Table 2). The characteristics of each attribute should be understood, and the
performance of these different feature groups should be tested. Table 4 tests the test group.
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Table 4. Different feature groups.

Index Feature

G1 GM under UBCP
G2 LOG under UBCP
G3 GM under UDCP
G4 LOG under UDCP
G5 Color feature
G6 Fog density feature
G7 Global contrast feature
G8 Excluding the global contrast feature
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The results of ablation experiments are listed in Table 5. Consistent with the analysis
given in the previous section, we observe that the GM and LOG contribute the most to
the method. In addition, fog density also plays a role. Although the performance of G7 is
lower than that of any other feature group, it can be found that both G8 and the feature
group of our proposed method have made some contributions to the whole method.

Table 5. Performances of different groups.

SROCC PLCC RMSE

G1 0.7850 0.8029 0.4359
G2 0.7742 0.8001 0.4381
G3 0.8134 0.8211 0.4184
G4 0.8085 0.8193 0.4196
G5 0.6360 0.7519 0.4825
G6 0.7304 0.7849 0.4552
G7 0.3981 0.4438 0.6579
G8 0.8455 0.8603 0.3714

Because the performance of the learning-based method is sensitive to the percentage
of the training set, it is meaningful to test the performance change of the proposed method
under the different percentages of the training set. The training test is divided from 80–20%
into 20–80%, and the interval is 10%. For each fixed training test segmentation, the database
of the enhancement method is divided into training and test sets, and the contents do not
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overlap. This division is randomly repeated 1000 times and the performance was reported
in the median, as shown in Table 6. From the table, we can see that the performance
increases with the increase in the percentage of the training set, which is consistent with
other learning-based methods [53,54]. Even if we only use 40% of the training samples, its
performance is good. Such observations reflect the stability of the proposed method.

Table 6. Performance under different training test split.

Train-Test SROCC PLCC RMSE

80–20% 0.8568 0.8705 0.3600
70–30% 0.8494 0.8605 0.3736
60–40% 0.8433 0.8528 0.3841
50–50% 0.8313 0.8424 0.3965
40–60% 0.8157 0.8282 0.4120
30–70% 0.7941 0.8115 0.4315
20–80% 0.7845 0.7833 0.4576

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the underwater image enhancement and restoration methods are reeval-
uated by evaluating the quality of the enhanced underwater images and systematically
studying this strategy. In this paper, firstly, a new underwater image quality assessment
(UIQE) database is established, which contains 405 enhanced and restored underwater im-
ages. These images are generated from 45 different underwater real images and enhanced
by 9 representative underwater image enhancement methods. Then, the subjective quality
evaluation of the database is studied. Considering that the objective of the underwater
image enhancement and restoration method is to enhance contrast, remove color, enhance
clarity, etc., we extract and integrate five groups of features, A new underwater image
quality evaluation index (UIQEI), without reference, is proposed. UIQEI has been verified
on the constructed UIQE database. UIQEI has a certain prediction ability for the effect of
underwater image enhancement and restoration methods. The UIQEI proposed in this
paper is another important contribution. It can be used to quantitatively evaluate the un-
derwater image enhancement and restoration methods and optimize the actual underwater
image enhancement and restoration system. The final contribution is that we discuss the
evaluation methods of underwater image enhancement and restoration methods. The
experimental part includes comparison with advanced methods, ablation experiments, and
comprehensive and systematic image quality evaluation. It shows that UIQEI can achieve
significant performance improvement and more consistent visual perception. According to
the subjective data, we suggest that the combination of qualitative evaluation and quantita-
tive evaluation can give a comprehensive and systematic evaluation of underwater image
enhancement and restoration methods. In the future, we hope to build larger datasets,
including more ocean types.
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